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Pickup Parameters  

INTRODUCTION 

This knowledge base article discusses how to use FRED’s Pre-Update Script tool to 

implement pickup parameters, similar to what you might find in a sequential lens design 

code.  A pickup parameter is traditionally used to tie one surface parameter to another, 

setting RB = -RA, where RN is a surface’s radius of curvature.  The use of Pre-Update 

Scripts expands upon the traditional options available as pickups, since virtually any 

parameter in the model is accessible through FRED’s scripting language.  More 

generally, pre-update scripts can be useful for controlling system configurations through 

the use of global script variables.  This both eliminates the need for unnecessarily 

editing the model by hand in multiple places as well as reduces the risk of human error. 

A simple single pickup parameter model is discussed and included with this knowledge 

base article. 

MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

The idea for the demonstration model is to modify a block element primitive to have a 

symmetrical wedge shaped exit by using two tilted trimming planes.  The surface 

“TopTrimmer” has a tilt angle applied to it by the user and the pre-update script 

automatically tilts the surface “BottomTrimmer” symmetrically by “picking up” the tilt 

applied to the TopTrimmer.  Shown below is the system layout without surface 

trimming applied is shown below (left) with the directions of the surface tilts labeled, 

and ending configuration for one configuration (right). 
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Comments on Surface Trimming 

In v10.31 or later, FRED has the capability to trim solid objects using Boolean operations 

for element composites and element primitives.  In the case of this model, the geometry 

is being constructed using planes and so surface trimming specifications must be applied 

to each of the affected surfaces in the model.  This particular geometry could also be 

created by replacing the tilted planes with block element primitives and then applying 

Boolean operations on the main block. 

Surface trimming specifications are applied on the Aperture tab of a surface’s dialog in 

the Surface Trimming Specifications section.  Consider the two surfaces shown below, 

where we wish to trim away the unused portion of the surface 

“Geometry.PrismAssembly – Untrimmed.BaseBlock.TopFace(+Y)” using the tilted 

surface “Geometry.PrismAssembly – Untrimmed.TopTrimmer.Surface”.  When applying 

a surface trimming specification, the portion of the surface that gets kept away lies 

along the +Z direction of the surface chosen as the trimmer.  The NOT operator can be 

used to specify trimming along the +Z direction. 
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Shown below is the trimmed surface without the NOT operator, where the +Z portion of 

the TopFace(+Y) surface has been kept. 

 

Shown below is the trimmed surface WITH the NOT operator, where the –Z portion of 

the TopFace(+Y) surface has been kept.  For our demonstration example, this is the 

desired surface trimming specification. 

 

 

In this demonstration geometry, six surface’s need to be trimmed to close the volume; 

the two tilted surfaces and the four outer surfaces of the base block (the end surface is 

made untraceable). 
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THE PRE-UPDATE SCRIPT 

Once the geometry has been created, positioned and trimmed, we can add some 

rotations to the trimming planes.   These rotation angles will be accessed in the Pre-

update script when we perform the pickup operation.  Shown below is the X-rotation 

operation on the TopTrimmer element primitive plane. 

 

 

The pre-update script dialog can be opened by going to Menu > Tools > Edit/View Pre-

Update Script.  The idea behind the pre-update script is that the script is run whenever 

an update operation is triggered.  For example, an update is triggered when the 

position/orientation parameter for an entity is changed. 

In this case we’ll be using the global script variables dialog to control the tilt for the 

TopTrimmer surface.  The global script variables dialog gives us a simple means for 

manipulating the geometry without needing to open a surface dialog for each change.  It 

has the additional effect that when a global script variable is changed, an update is 

forced and the pre-update script will be run.  Global script variables can be accessed 

from any script in FRED without the need for re-dimensioning.  Once named in the 

global script variables dialog, the variable values can be called directly.  The global script 

variables dialog can be opened by going to Menu > Tools > Edit/View Global Script 

Variables. 

The pre-update script is shown below with comments.  Lines 15 – 17 retrieve position 

orientation operation #2 from the TopTrimmer node and store the values in the 

T_OPERATION structure called “op”.  Operation #2 is the x-rotation about a point as 

shown in the image above.  For this operation type, val1 = X-angle (deg), val2 = Y-axis 

pos, and val3 = Z-axis pos.  A complete listing of the operation types and corresponding 

members is provided in the FRED Help for the T_OPERATION structure.  Notice that the 

We’ll be accessing this rotation for the pickup 
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global script variable g_ang is called directly from within the pre-update script on line 

16. 

 

The pickup operation is performed on lines 20 – 22.  First, the rotation operation is 

retrieved from ttNode (TopTrimmer), the x-rotation angle is picked up with a scale 

factor of -1, and then the operation is assigned back to btNode (BottomTrimmer). 

 

 

Once the pre-update script has completed the two trimming planes are tilted by the 

same angle and controlled by modifying a single global script variable. 


